On exhibit tables for you are free how-to, educational materials and GIFT DVDs of the Dialogue’s award-winning films

**DIALOGUE AT WASHINGTON HIGH**
43 minutes - 2007
A Jewish and a Palestinian exemplar model how to connect with the “other” beginning with personal Story. Tenth grade high school students then engage each other in dyads with a new quality of listening. The diverse youth speak about their new way of communicating.

**PEACE MAKERS: Palestinians & Jews Together at Camp**
83 minutes - 2007
The partnership of a Palestinian-Jewish Dialogue and 85-year-old camp brings together in the California mountains 140 Muslims, Jews and Christians of all ages, including from Israel and Palestine. They discover one another and their ability to communicate and cooperate in new ways. Back down the mountain, they hold a public San Francisco event to tell the community about their struggles and breakthroughs.

**DIALOGUE IN NIGERIA: Muslims & Christians Creating Their Future**
65 minutes - 2012
200 courageous Muslim and Christian young women and men unite successfully in central Nigeria. Refusing to be enemies, together during days and evenings of the 2010 International Conference on Youth and Interfaith Communication they cross lines of religion, economics, tribe, and gender. Listening-to-learn, they dignify themselves and the “other” realizing that “an enemy is one whose story we have not heard.” Face to face in small circles they begin with ice-breakers and continue in depth, discovering one another’s equal humanity and a shared future. (By the Jewish-Palestinian Living Room Dialogue USA and New Era Educational and Charitable Support Foundation NIGERIA)

**YOUR DONATION**
to the all-volunteer Dialogue helps continued gifting and mailing of DVDs to relationship-builders and educators anywhere on Earth.

Tax-deductible donations payable to:
Peninsula Conflict Resolution Center~Middle East Dialogue

Jewish-Palestinian Living Room Dialogue Group
1448 Cedarwood Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403
Tel: 650-574-8303 Fax: 650-573-1217
LTraubman@igc.org
Google “Jewish Palestinian Living Room Dialogue”

2012
Palestinian-Jewish Season of Light Evening

Sunday, December 2, 2012  ·  4:00-7:00 PM
St. Ignatius College Preparatory ~ Choral Room
San Francisco, California
“During the many years of my career as a Hebrew teacher for Palestinians in Gaza, and as an Arabic teacher for the Jews and foreigners at Ulpan Akiva in Israel, I have heard the same kinds of questions and comments expressed by both sides, showing how ignorant we are about one another. We know nothing about each other, in spite of being the children of sister Semitic languages and having the same cultural roots.”

Samira Shaa‘ban Srur Fadil
Director, Palestinian Abraham Language School
Rimal, Gaza

“An enemy is one whose story we have not heard.”

Ms. Gene Knudsen-Hoffman

“There are two stories here and there is a quality of transcendence — seeing beyond the ‘Jewish Narrative’ or the ‘Palestinian Narrative’ — to a perspective that can humanize both sides and hear the ‘other’ story. A transcender after all has abandoned the exclusive quality of his or her narrative of origin.”

Andrea Cohen-Kiener

Sponsored by the Jewish-Palestinian Living Room Dialogues of San Mateo and San Francisco, celebrating 20 years and hundreds of meetings, helping to change strangers into friends, “enemies” into partners to invigorate the public peace process, here and overseas.

Registration

4:00 pm
Middle East Cuisine & Socialize
Kufta ~ Borek ~ Labneh ~ Pita ~ Fruits & Vegetables
Tabouleh ~ Hummus ~ Falafel ~ Dolma ~ Baklava

4:45 pm
Welcome
Huda Abu Arquob  ~  Michael Bernstein

Film Premier
“20 Years of Palestinian-Jewish Living Room Dialogue”
WHAT A HANDFUL OF CITIZENS CAN DO
describing deep 1980s roots in historic citizen movements and brave relationship builders of Israel-Palestine and apartheid South Africa, leading to local Living Room Dialogue and initiatives that continue touching our community, nation, and world.
(After tonight, Google the film title to view it online.)

5:45 pm
Conversations Together
giving voices and ears to each person in the room
1. What in the film touched you, had meaning for you?
2. What new possibility or initiative was awakened in you?

7:00 pm
Closing
Socializing ~ More Food
Educational Exhibits